
ENGLISH ANNUAL EXAMINATION 2019 

SAWEWE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

STANDARD SIX 

SECTION A: TENSES. 

Choose the correct answer. 

1. Juma and Anna ……… now. (A) Studied (B) studding (C) study (D) are studying.  [       ] 

2. They normally………. To school.(A)walk (B)walks (C)walked (D)were walking   [       ] 

3. Usually Musa …….  Up to six o’clock every day. (A)woke (B)wake (C)wakes (D)waked [          ] 

4. All passenger have ahead …….. money for their tickets. (A)paid (B)pays (C)paying (D)pay [        ] 

5. Madam is …….. the letter at the moment. (A)wrote (B)writing (C)write (D)writes   [          ] 

6. This man  always ………. The truth.  (A) speak (B) speaks (C)speaking (D)speak.  [         ] 

7. We normally …… in the school hall  (A)dances (B)dancing (C)danced (D)dance  [          ] 

8. I have not …….. him along time. (A)see (B) saw (C)seeing (D)seen      [        ] 

9. The pupils ……… ugali at this time. (A)eats (B) are eating (C)eating (D)eat     [         ] 

10. Asha has ………. All the fruits.   (A)eaten (B)eat (C)eating (D)eat       [          ] 

11. I have not …….. him for long time.  (A)see (B)saw (C) seeing (D)seen          [            ] 

12. They have …….. banana plantation In their shamba.   (A)grow (B)grows (C)grew (D)grown  [        ] 

13. Today I’m not …….. a story. (A)read (B)reads (C)reading (D)were reading     [        ] 

14. I……..  to answer the exercise right away. (A)went (B)go (C)am going (D)gone   [         ] 

15. She often ……. Her work carefully. (A)do (B) did (C)does (D)done  [          ] 

16. Most of the people have already …their work.(A) finished (B)finish (C)will finish(D)finishing[      ] 

17. Ali has already ……… six fish.  (A)catch (B)caught (C)catching (D)catches     [           ] 

18. The girl is ….. grass for their brother cow.  (A)cutting (B)cut (C)cuts (D)will cut [        ] 

19. John has……… his final examination. (A)do (B)done (C)does (D)did       [         ] 

20. Have you……….. your money from him?  (A)taken (B)take (C)took (D)takes     [           ]   

 

PART B:   GRAMMER 

21. ……………………. You go home you won’t see him.(A)if (B) since  (C)unless (D)when  [          ] 

22. ……………. the head teacher was ill, she went on 

working.(A)because(B)since(C)although(D)despite.[     ] 

23. I have been his friend…….. six month. (A)since (B)for (C)with (D)to         [          ] 

24. A boy is standing …… the table. (A)in (B)on (C)about (D)over    [          ] 

25. …… children in our class are boys. (A)much (B)little (C)many (D) less   [         ] 

26. My pen is different …….. her friends. (A)with (B)from (C)by (D)to Hadija     [       ] 

27. Bukoba is far away……… Mtwara. (A)by (B)in (C)to (D)from                               [          ] 

28. They have been in this house ………. Almost two years. (A)since (B)for (C)with (D)of    [         ] 

29. Atukuzwe is …….. boy in the class.  (A)taller (B)tallest (C)tall (D)more tall [          ] 

30. This is a girl ….. book was stolen.  (A) whose (B)who (C)whom (D)which.    [              ] 
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SECTION D: COMPOSITION 

 Complete the following letter by filling the blanks using the words below. 

 

Work, timetable, possible, yours, civil engineer, 10��  aug 2006, dear, sorry, sketch. 

 

Sawewe village 

P.O.BOX1934 

TABORA 

                                                                                                                           31.…………………………… 

32…………………… 

               I have just received your post card, am 33 ………………………..  for such short notice. I shall 

be very busy that day. I have a 34. …………………… that I won’t distort. Do you know that I’m a  

35. …………………..? I have many things to do need to draw a 36. …………….. …. Of road as soon as  

37. ………………………….. because the area commissioner needs it. Iam needed to check up the 

constructed 38. ………………………………. From Mtwara to 39. ………………………..  and many 

responsibilities. Your part is important but excuses me. 

40………………………………….. 

Radhia Habibu. 

 

 

SECTION E: use “which,whose,who,where” 

41. That is a boy ……………………… stole my bicycle. 

42. She showed us the place ………………….. she hid the pen. 

43. ……………… pen is this? 

44. The bicycle ………………………. Was stolen has been found. 

45. That is a boy …………………….. father came yesterday. 
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